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Looking Forward
Delta College’s Public Broadcasting has been a
foundational part of local towns and cities in the
Great Lakes Bay Region since 1964.
Delta College takes great pride in the fact that we are
one of the very few community colleges in the nation
to hold the license to a Public TV station; and for us
there’s a Public Radio station as well. We feel it is part
of our community service mission. Our commitment has
allowed us to impact our region for decades by offering a
tremendous level of community programming and service.
Were you aware of the important facts below?
• WDCQ’s viewership includes 45,000 households
weekly, each with multiple residents.
• Over the course of a year, 82% of all U.S. television
households watch PBS.
• PBS has been voted #1 in Public Trust for the past
1.5 years.
• PBS reaches more children ages 2-5 than any other TV
network and 71% of all children ages 2-8 watch PBS.

continues to work with cable and satellite providers to be
able to fill any gaps as they occur.
“There is a great deal of power when public broadcasting
has a strong a presence in our local communities,” said Dr.
Jean Goodnow, Delta College President. “We love being a
part of the PBS family through Q-TV and the public radio
network through Q-90.1 FM.”
Delta College is also continuing to look for ways to
offer new services. That may come in the form of first
responder services, datacasting or other community
connections requiring the use of the airwaves. We remain
committed to bringing those new opportunities to our part
of the country, as the technology changes and makes new
services available.
Thank you for your ongoing support and financial
contributions. It is with your commitment that we continue
to be an award winning Public TV and Public Radio service
and, we hope, remain a large part of the lives of the
citizens here in Mid-Michigan.

• WUCX-FM is part of the NPR network of more than
1,000 public radio stations, which reaches over
30 million weekly listeners.
In 2017, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
announced that WCMZ-TV – Central Michigan University’s
(CMU’s) public television station in the Flint market – was
sold as part of the broadcast spectrum auction. As a
part of that sale, the station signed off for the last time
on April 23, 2018 and no longer operates in the Flint
broadcasting market.
However, Q-TV has a strong signal over the market and
will be available to all dedicated public television viewers
in the Thumb, Genesee and Flint area. Delta College
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2017 Funding Sources
CPB Community Service & Other Grants
Other Grants & Contracts
Membership – Individual Support
Underwriting – Business Support
Delta College – General Appropriations
Delta College – Donated Facilities
& Administrative Support
Miscellaneous
TOTAL

TV 2017

Radio 2017

Total 2017

$737,000
$2,000
$479,043
$53,957
$636,411

$0
$0
$146,832
$29,168
$113,814

$737,000
$2,000
$625,875
$83,125
$750,225

$342,589
$185,000
$2,436,000

$45,186
$0
$335,000

$387,775
$185,000
$2,771,000

** CPB funding is received by Central Michigan University and used to offset a portion of WUCX-FM’s programming costs.
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What is Delta College

?

Public Broadcasting
Q-TV and Q-90.1 FM are trusted public services dedicated to building an exciting and productive
future for the Great Lakes Bay Region and beyond. We offer a window on the world through
national, state and local television and radio programming. And, we create a forum for the
most important issues facing our region with locally produced award-winning programming.
Delta College Quality Public Broadcasting remains committed to our mission – educating,
informing and inspiring through commercial-free radio, television and other media,
touching the lives of all citizens by providing quality programming and services.

Great Public Radio Programming
on WUCX-FM (Q-90.1)

Enjoy Four Channels of WDCQ (Q-TV)

Q-90.1 FM features in-depth reporting from NPR.
Local reports and features keep you in touch with
what’s happening in our community. With our music
programs, you’ll hear jazz, blues, a variety of Latin
styles and local Michigan artists you won’t hear
anywhere else on the dial.

Q-TV is your source for PBS favorites and insightful
local programs:
Four multicast channels offered by WDCQ-TV:
• 19.1 – Q-TV’s main flagship station is the source
for your favorite local, regional and national
programming from Delta College and PBS.
• 19.2 – Q-TV MHz Worldview offers international
news, mysteries, dramas, comedies and sports.

Funding for Delta College’s Public
Broadcasting Operations
Building the funding needed to purchase great
programs from PBS and NPR, produce local programs,
and to operate our public broadcasting stations, takes
a variety of sources. Individuals and business within
our Great Lakes Bay Region have been generous over
the decades, and continue to do so.

• 19.3 – Q-TV Create offers how-to, travel and
leisure programming.
• 19.4 – Q-TV Kids offers the best children’s
programming from PBS and around the world.
(See chart below for channel listings)

Channel Listings for WDCQ (Q-TV)

Antenna
Charter Comm.
Comcast Flint
Comcast Thumb
DISH/Direct TV
Parish
Vogtmann Eng.

Q-TV

Q-TV MHz Worldview

Q-TV Create

Q-TV Kids

19.1
9/19.1/784
19/239
11/240
35
219
19/119

19.2
195
289
289
—
220
120

19.3
19.4
196
194
290	—
290
289
—
—
221
222
121
122
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Q-TV

Community Outreach
Serving young children and their parents, caregivers and teachers has always been a hallmark of public TV,
especially here at WDCQ-TV. As technology advances, public TV has remained on the cutting edge. And, with
increased research in child development, PBS Kids has been a leader in meeting children’s needs.
Beyond the research, however, it’s sometimes just great to offer children in our viewing area the opportunity to
“meet” some of the friends and characters they see on TV.

POV screener – Flint Institute of Arts
(September 27, 2017)

POV screener – Flint Institute of Arts

WDCQ-TV previewed “Raising Bertie”, which is an
intimate portrait of three African-American boys as
they face a precarious coming of age in Bertie County,
North Carolina. This powerful vérité film weaves the
young men’s narratives together as they work to
define their identities and grow into adulthood while
navigating institutional racism, violence, poverty
and educational inequity. A co-presentation with the
National Black Programming Consortium (NBPC).

(November 16, 207)

Settling In screener – Bradley House
Theatre (November 15, 2017)
Q-TV teamed up with the Bradley House Theatre to
screen local history documentary, Settling In, for the
Saginaw Genealogy Society. Producer and Director, Bob
Przybylski was there to answer questions and talk with
the group about the length of time and research that
goes into producing a documentary.
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WDCQ-TV previewed “Two Towns of Jasper” - After
the brutal murder of African-American James Byrd, Jr.
by three white supremacists in Jasper, Texas, friends
Whitney Dow, who is white, and Marco Williams, who is
black, made a film about their town.

Victoria Season 2 screener –
NCG Trillium in Grand Blanc
(December 11, 2017)
Q-TV partnered with the NCG Trillium Cinemas in
Grand Blanc to a host a free preview of the first hour
of Season 2 of the series Victoria. The screening was
attended by many local community members.

Q-TV Community Outreach (Continued)

Curious George – Mid-Michigan
Children’s Museum (December 31, 2017)
Q-TV partnered with the Mid-Michigan’s Children’s
Museum for their New Year’s day-time event. Families
Enjoyed games, face painting and a countdown every
hour on the hour with Curious George.

Ricky Nelson Remembered concert –
State Theater (February 17, 2018)
Victoria Season 2 screener –
Delta College (January 5, 2018)
Q-TV partnered with Delta College to host a free
preview of Victoria in the Delta College Lecture
Theater, along with a tea and scone reception.
More than 100 community members attended.

Q-TV teamed up with the State Theater to bring
Matthew and Gunnar Nelson to the area for the
Ricky Nelson Remembered Concert. Matthew and
Gunnar Nelson performed to a sold out crowd. Over
40 donors from our viewing area had the chance to
meet Matthew and Gunnar Nelson before the show
and have their picture taken.

Vietnam Voices: Mid-Michigan
Remembers the Vietnam War
screener – Delta College
(April 2018)
Q-TV partnered with Delta College to host a
screening event for the local community veterans
who were featured in the documentary. Veterans
and their families shared their stories with each
other and the Q-TV staff at a reception prior to the
screening. Afterwards, many were honored that
we were able to share their stories.

“

– Phil, Flint, MI

“

“

“

The Film was so powerful. It was so
emotional it brought me to tears.
Thank you for letting me be part of
this documentary.

It was nice meeting other veterans that
lived through the same things I did.
Thanks to Q-TV and Delta College.
– Richard, Pinconning, MI
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Q-TV

Local Programming
Q-TV’s locally-produced programs focus on African American, Hispanic and senior audiences, showcasing the
critical challenges and successes within our region. Q-TV local hosts aggressively engage their guests, seeking
solutions and opportunities to better the community.

The Follow-Up with Mike Redford
(premiered on October 10, 2017)
“The Follow Up” is a new weekly program from Q-TV
centered on substantive discussion of current policy,
economic, social, political, environmental, legal,
and technological issues. Veteran reporter Mike
Redford and his guests provide relevant background
information on the week’s topics while viewer
comments and questions enhance the discussion.

Soul Issue: The African-American
Perspective
“Soul Issue: The African-American Perspective” is
aimed at illuminating issues affecting members of
the African American community in the Great Lakes
Bay Region. Hosted by Darold Newton, the program
discusses topical issues, community leaders, interesting
individuals, and highlights historical milestones, thus
promoting positive African American role models,
positive lifestyles and healthy relationships.

Somos Hispanos
This news magazine, hosted by Nina Espinoza,
focuses on the Mid-Michigan Hispanic community.
“Somos Hispanos” highlights the history, heritage,
arts, culture, activities and struggles of the Hispanic
community, the everyday issues they face and people
in the community making a positive difference.

“

“

I really like the variety of
programming you have. I feel
like I learn something new every
day! Keep up the good work.
– Nancy, St. Clair, MI
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Second Act: Life at 50+
Q-TV completed its ninth season of “Second Act:
Life at 50+” in 2018. This series examines a variety
of “life stage” issues affecting those 50 years of
age and over. Hosted by Ron Beacom, Second Act
examines the broad spectrum of issues facing those
over 50, ranging from careers, recreation, civic
engagement, health and financial concerns. The
show has received awards and positive audience
response as it features events and activities
directly related to seniors in our community.

Q-TV Local Programming (Continued)
Dateline Delta
“Dateline Delta” casts a spotlight on the activities
of students and staff of Delta College. The College
touches thousands of lives each year, and Q-TV
embraces the opportunity to communicate the
educational efforts of Delta College through this
unique program. The monthly news magazine
highlights the educational opportunities, campus
events and service to the community.

2018 Delta Commencement
The Public Broadcasting department, with a
full crew of students from the Electronic Media
curriculum, work to broadcast and record the
2018 commencement ceremony. The feed
offers the College to offer overflow seating
on campus and the later broadcast allows
those who couldn’t attend, the opportunity to
celebrate and see their graduate.

Community Outreach
Martin Luther King, Jr. Scholarship
Q-TV produced the annual (2018) Martin Luther
King, Jr. Scholarship Recipients video. This video
features 15 students from area high schools who
are this year’s winners of the Martin Luther King,
Jr. scholarships awarded by the Bay, Saginaw and
Midland Community Foundations.

In addition to being shown at the dinner, it is also
broadcast on QTV’s “SOUL ISSUE: The African American
Perspective” and on the SOUL ISSUE website.

As part of receiving their scholarships, the students
take part in the recording of a Martin Luther King,
Jr. speech that is shown at the Regional Martin
Luther King, Jr. Dinner held at Saginaw Valley
State University in January. This year’s speech was
taken from a May 1960 article that appeared in
“The Progressive” magazine entitled, “The Burning
Truth in the South: the Importance of Youth in the
Broader Civil Rights Struggle”.
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Q-TV

Premiered
Coal in the Valley:
Mid-Michigan’s Mining History
(premiered September 14, 2017)
Coal was first discovered in Michigan around 1835,
but mining didn’t take off until around 1890 when the
lumber industry began to decline. This documentary
showcases how the coal mining industry brought
new faces and new opportunities to the Great
Lakes Bay Region. At the height of the coal mining
industry, there were over 160 mines scattered across
the state and the vast majority of Michigan’s coal
was produced in the Tri-County area. Long hours,
minimal pay, and constant danger made for a hard
life in mid-Michigan’s coal mines.

Flint: The 19th Century
(premiered September, 10 2018)
The story of Flint Michigan, is one of rugged
individuals, an entrepreneurial spirit, and
perseverance. This documentary tells the journey
through Flint’s history to see how the city would
become a major player in the lumbering era,
railroad industry, and a leading center of horse
carriage manufacturing, earning Flint its nickname
of “Vehicle City.” The 19th century would establish
Flint as a manufacturing force in America and lay
the foundation for a city on the rise.
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Vietnam Voices: Mid-Michigan
Remembers the Vietnam War
(premiered May 3, 2018)
This documentary features 32 local voices telling their
stories and reflecting back on the volatile Vietnam
War era. Twenty-one Vietnam veterans shared their
experiences along with protestors, family members,
students affected by the draft, and Vietnamese
immigrants who came to the United States following
the war. Vietnam Voices reflects on a broad range of
topics surrounding the war, including the draft, life in
the military, personal war experiences, the anti-war
movement, the impact of TV news coverage on the war,
Agent Orange, PTSD, and the Vietnam War Memorial.

Upcoming

Documentaries

Flint: The 20th Century
(coming May 2019)

Mid-Michigan Remembers
(coming September 2019)
Mid-Michigan has a rich and vibrant history, Q-TV
and our local historical societies are developing
an on-going chapter documentary series that will
highlight the stories that Mid-Michigan Remembers.
Do you remember the F5 tornado that ripped
through northern Flint in 1953 or the gasoline tanker
that burned on the Saginaw River in Bay City? How
about the fun and excitement that drew people to
the Wenona Beach Amusement Park during the early
1900s or the devastating effects from the great
floods and fires that happen in Mid-Michigan during
the last century? Community leaders, entrepreneurs,
and industry giants will also be highlighted . . . men
such as Jesse Hoyt, Henry Sage, and Herbert H. Dow.

Frankenmuth Documentary
(coming March 2020)
Q-TV’s is currently working on its newest
documentary about the history of Frankenmuth,
Michigan; the number one tourist destination in
Michigan. The program will focus on the settlement
of Frankenmuth and where the first immigrants
emigrated from, the creation of the tourist
industry, businesses, and farming. It will look at the
construction of Frankenmuth Holz Brucke (covered
bridge) and Frankenmuth’s transformation into a
tourist destination.

“

Q-TV is an extremely valuable asset to
our community. The local content that
we see on Q-TV is simply not available
in other venues. My family depends on
Q-TV to provide quality TV even more
now than we have in the past.
– Doug, Linwood, MI

“

“Flint: The 20th Century,” will follow the city of
Flint, Michigan as it progressed from the early
years of the lumber and carriage industry to
the beginning of the automobile industry and
the establishment of General Motors, Buick,
and Chevrolet. This second documentary will
highlight the historical names, brands, events,
and innovations that shaped the burgeoning auto
industry, culture, and politics that created and
ultimately defined the city of Flint Michigan.
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STEM in the

Great Lakes Bay Region
Under the leadership of the Great Lakes Bay Regional
Alliance, our region conducted a “STEM Impact
Initiative” in 2014. This resulted in a study, findings and
recommendations intended to help our region meet the
requirements for building a STEM Talent Pipeline, which
is so crucial for the economic future of our employers.
Delta College has embraced its leadership role in this
initiative and is working to build a culture of STEM
among middle- and high-school students. Delta’s
research has determined this to be the point they start
to think about careers. The development of talent must
start at an early age, which is why the STEM Explorer
seeks to inspire students in all aspects of STEM.

Delta College’s STEM Explorer Vehicle
In 2014, Trustees of The Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow
Foundation agreed to provide $4 million to Delta
College to fund the STEM Explorer Project. The STEM
Explorer is a 38-foot recreational vehicle, equipped
with state-of-the-art equipment intended to teach
science, technology, engineering and mathematics
(STEM) to students and residents throughout the region.
The STEM Explorer visits schools and events for oneday, rapid hands-on activities designed to excite interest
in STEM for all age groups. It also supports long term,
deep-dive project-based learning targeted to seventh
through 12th graders.
In the 2017-2018 school year, close to 10,000 people had
a chance to experience the STEM Explorer. This was
a 40% increase over our 2016-2017 inaugural year
impact of 7,000.
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The middle school Surface Exploration program alone
serviced 6,980 students in six counties and 318 high
school students took part in the in-depth Deep Dive
program. Through community outreach events we were
able to reach over 2,200 people.
Surveys of students show the following data:
• Of middle school students, 56% were 6th grade, 21%
7th grade and 23% 8th grade.
• 75% of middle school students indicated that after the
STEM Explorer visit that they would consider a career in
a STEM field.
• 78% of high school students said the project was a
good learning experience in science.
• Of high school students, 51% said the project affected
their interest in STEM careers in a positive way while
39% were neutral.

Strong Connections to
PBS’ STEM Programming
Programming from PBS Kids and through the regular
PBS schedule for adults, can be very instructive for
our viewers. Our STEM collection of shows helps young
children understand science, technology, engineer, and
math (STEM) concepts, such as measuring, building and
simple machines.
They learn to ask questions, predict outcomes, share
observations and build study habits. And, as viewers
grow up, we continue to present scientific programs
through Nova and Nature, two of our longest-standing
programs on PBS.

Creating Local Impact
KEY
SERVICES

LOCAL
VALUE
Q-TV researched, produced and
aired stories about the people,
history and culture of our
viewing area.
Our local documentaries bring
to life the history, development
and accomplishments of our
community, reconnecting us to
our past.
Both Q-TV and Q-90.1 act as the
glue that binds the mission and
vision of our region’s libraries,
museums and performing
arts centers together through
our local productions,
interviews, documentaries and
performance programming.

Both our PBS and NPR
station are trusted sources
of local, state, national and
world news coverage. Cultural
programming, featuring local
artists and events.
Four channels of 24
hours/seven days a week
broadcasting services.
We produce and transmit
more locally produced
programming for and about
the diverse citizens living in
our broadcast community
than any other public station
in the state.

Making a Positive Difference
The Great Lakes Bay Region is composed of area Chambers of
Commerce, businesses and industry leaders who have partnered with
Delta College, Q-TV and Q-90.1. Delta College Public Broadcasting
is a regional cornerstone, serving as a communicator to provide
unrivaled access for discussion of regional issues for our economically
challenged state.

LOCAL
IMPACT
Q-TV and Q-90.1 reaches over
1.4 million people a year. We
were the first TV station in the
state of Michigan to offer digital
programming.
As Delta College’s Public
Broadcasting moves into its
second 50 years of quality
broadcasting, we stay
committed to locally produced
community service programs
that address the issues and
opportunities facing our region.
Q-TV and Q-90.1 are committed
to producing local programs
as part of our educational
mission to help provide
understanding and perspective
about our community.
We offer a rich, diverse service
as a window for viewers and
listeners to connect to the
world around them.

Serving a region composed of multiple industries including
manufacturing, technology, farming, shipping, construction, travel,
transportation and education, Q-TV’s four-channel digital service is
well positioned to play a key role in the economic revival of our region.
Q-TV has used its broadcast resources, leveraged by community
dollars, to educate, inform and entertain its audience. Our community
believing in Q-TV is what makes a positive difference.
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Q-TV Programs of Interest

to the Community

Q-TV provides its viewers with programming that addresses their present and future concerns about health,
environment, education, local and state government, arts, culture and quality of life. Q-TV has a rich history and
tradition of being attentive to our viewer’s needs.

2017 Holiday Pops with the
Flint Symphony Orchestra
(December 19, 2017)
Flint Symphony Orch, Enrique Diemecke music director
and conductor with several community ensembles
including the Flint Festival Chorus. The performance
is designed to reflect various ethnic and cultural
celebrations that take place in December. Program
Hosts: Angie Hendershot and Bill Harris.

2018 Michigan State of the State
(January 23, 2018)
Michigan Governor Rick Snyder lays out his new
legislative year agenda.

2017 Hope College Christmas Vespers
(December 21, 2017)
This is a production of WGVU-TV, taped from
performances of the concert the first weekend
of December.

Evening with the Michigan Governor
(January 8, 2017)
Governor Rick Snyder and First Lady Sue Snyder
reflect on the past year in Michigan politics with Off
the Record anchor Tim Skubick.

“

“

My wife and I watch all four Delta
Broadcasting channels as well as
our parents, our children, and our
grandchildren.

– Jeff, Bay City, MI
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Beneath the Surface: The Line 5
Pipeline in the Great Lakes
(April 26, 2018)
Documentary about the Enbridge-owned Line 5 Pipeline
that carries gas and oil underwater between Michigan’s
Upper and Lower Peninsula in the Straits of Mackinac.

Q-TV Programs of Interest to the Community (continued)
Brushback: A Legacy of Black
Baseball in West Michigan
April 17, 2018)
Brushback chronicles West Michigan’s black baseball
history dating back to 1906. The pitching aces and
homerun hitters who excelled were respected athletes;
the men who wore the uniforms had families, worked
jobs and were pillars in the community. Despite
their athletic ability and community standing, Negro
League players dodged injustice, ridicule and racial
discrimination just like a brushback pitch.

Tapping the Great Lakes
(April 26, 2018)

Factory

Detroit Public Television’s Great Lakes Bureau takes
a deep dive into several methods of water withdrawal
and their impact on the Great Lakes. First, we look at
Nestle, a company that withdraws millions of gallons of
water from aquifers near Lake Michigan, bottles it, and
sells it in the U.S. Next, we examine fracking, a method
of obtaining oil from the ground that uses massive
amounts of Great Lakes water in the process. Then, we
research the case of Waukesha, Wisconsin, and ask how
and why a city outside the Great Lakes Basin has been
granted the right to use Lake Michigan water for its
drinking water supply.

This documentary focuses on the importance of
factory work to 20th Century small-town America
by detailing the rise and fall of what the locals called
“The Factory” on South M-66 in Ionia, MI. As perhaps
the most significant employer on the Grand River
between Lansing and Grand Rapids, this facility made
world-renowned reed and wicker furniture, fabricated
jeep seats and tarpaulins for the American war effort
in WWII, manufactured the famous “Woody” station
wagon, and assembled legendary “muscle cars” such
as the Shelby Cobra and Corvette Stingray.

(October 5, 2017)

Run, Jump, Paddle
(July 14, 2017)
Three remarkable voices. Three relentless
environments. RUN JUMP PADDLE explores the
challenges that extreme athletes encounter in their
unlikely realms. In this documentary, one athlete dives
through the atmosphere, another paddles the freezing
waves of Lake Huron in February, and a third runs from
Florida to Michigan, battling a more insurmountable
challenge than the distance itself.

(January 14, 2018)
Winona, Michigan, a former copper mining town 33 miles
south of Houghton is fast becoming a “ghost town.” The
town’s population has shrunk from an estimated 1,000+
in 1920 to perhaps 13 residents today. Noted documentary
filmmaker and sociologist, Dr. Michael Loukinen has
created this beautiful, fascinating and elegiac film
documenting the community’s history and demise.

“

“

Winona: A Copper Country
Ghost Town

Q-TV offers so many different
informative and entertaining
programs that we wouldn’t
see on other stations.
– Dolly, Pigeon, MI
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Weekly Local Programs

Broadcast on WUCX-FM (Q-90.1)
Live in the Pub
(Tuesdays at 1pm)
Locally hosted by Siusan O’Rourke and Zig Zeitler, this
hour is focused on not only enjoying and learning about
some of the best Irish and Celtic music being performed
today but also giving air to some wonderful in-pub
interviews with those local musicians making it happen!

Mid-Michigan Sound Operative
(Saturdays at Noon)
A weekly radio program produced and hosted
by Q-90.1’s Jeff Scott, featuring music and
artists from Michigan’s Great Lakes Bay Region.

The Audition Room with Rod Bieber
(Wednesdays at 2pm)
The Audition Room features mostly brand new releases
in a variety of musical styles. The program offer a menu
of classical, jazz, world, folk, ethnic, the occasional
“moldy-oldie” as well as random off-the-wall selections.

Backstage Explorer with Rod Bieber
(Thursdays at 2pm)
BackStage Explorer is an interview and music program
that highlights local and regional arts and humanities
groups. The program feature performing arts as well as
a variety of cultural groups in the region.

I really like the variety of
programming you have. I feel
like I learn something new every
day! Keep up the good work.

– Nancy, St. Clair, MI
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(Saturdays at 1pm)
Local host Mike Mendoza,
a.k.a. “El Gueroman,” hosts
La Calienté. The two hour
program consists mostly
of Tejano music from new
artists and old favorites.

El Sol Latino with
Amy Guzman
(Saturdays at 3pm)

“

“

La Caliente 90.1
with Mike Mendoza

Local host Amy Guzman
showcases an hour of Latin
pop and dance music.

Q-90.1 FM Local Program Segments,
Airing during Morning Edition
Backyard Astronomer (Mondays)

Our Universe (Thursdays)

Mike Murray from the Delta College Planetarium takes a
look at what’s up in the night sky. Things are happening
all the time in the backyard universe, and many of them
don’t require a telescope to see and enjoy.

Do you have questions about space, time and the
nature of the universe? Astronomy and physics can
help answer your questions while diving into some
amazing topics. Hosted by Aurelian Balan, Delta
College Associate Professor of Physics.

A Moment in Time (Tuesdays)
Faculty from the Delta College History Department share
key moments in time that help us understand who we
have been and who we are today.

Lifelines with John Augustine
(Wednesdays)
Lifelines is a book-review program of biographies and
autobiographies of noteworthy people who accomplished
something significant. Mr. Augustine is a retired Delta
College Associate Professor of English.

Movie House (Fridays)
Movie House is a weekly feature about new films,
old favorites, the movie industry and the moviegoing experience. In each episode, Delta College
English Instructor Mark Brown gives insight into the
art, craft and business of the movies.

Environment Report with
Mr. Great Lakes (Fridays)
Local host Jeff Kart informs the listening
community on the environmental issues that affect
Michigan and especially the Great Lakes Bay Region.

Connection with
Academics and Delta Students
Electronic Media
Delta College offers
an Electronic Media
program, leading to an
Associate of Arts degree.
The curriculum provides
students with hands-on
learning opportunities with
current technology in the
fields of broadcasting and
multimedia production.
Utilizing equipment within
both WDCQ-FM and WDCQTV, as well as lab space,
students develop the ability
to produce audio, video and
multimedia productions,
from the visualization
stages, planning, preproduction and production
to the final product.

Student Reports
(weekly)
Throughout the
year, Delta College
students report on
stories that effect our
listening community.
Students research,
write and interview
community members
on important issues.
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WDCQ (Q-TV) is a non-commercial public television station, owned and operated by Delta College. The station’s city
of license is Bad Axe, Michigan and it broadcasts from a tower located in Gilford Township.
WUCX-FM (Q-90.1) is operated as a public service by Central Michigan University and Delta College. The station’s city
of license is Bay City, Michigan and it broadcasts from a tower located in Quanicassee, Michigan.

Delta College Board of Trustees
Bay County: Mary Lou Benecke (Vice Chair); Diane M. Middleton (Chair); Michael D. Rowley
Midland County: Andre Buckley; Stacey Gannon; Michael P. Nash
Saginaw County: The Rev. Dr. Robert L. Emrich; Karen L. Lawrence-Webster; Marcia L. Thomas
President: Dr. Jean Goodnow
Delta College Public Broadcasting
Frank N. Andersen Broadcast Center
1961 Delta Road, University Center, MI 48710
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